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01. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS note we continue the theme of [3,4] by using the zeros of a holomorphic 
vector field to give a geometric demonstration that the ring structure of the 
cohomology of the Grassman manifolds (the multiplicative aspect of Schubert cal- 
culus) is a consequence of general properties of symmetric functions. More precisely, 
this amounts to showing that certain properties of Schubert cycles such as in- 
dependence; multiplicative structure etc. are formally deducible from similar proper- 
ties of a class of symmetric functions called Schur functions provided certain so 
called meaningless Schubert conditions are ignoied. This principle seems to have 
originated with Giambelli and was formulated precisely by Lesieur[9]. More recently, 
Horrocks[6], Lascoux[8], Porteous [ 1 l] and Stanley [ 131 have discussed various 
aspects of the principle. 
Recall that if, X is a compact complex manifold and V a holomorphic vector field 
on X with zeros 2, one may view 2 as the variety defined by the sheaf of ideals 
i(V)R’ C 6 where i(V):W+fP-’ is the contraction from the sheaf of germs of 
holomorphic p-forms to (p - l)-forms and 6 = R”. The structure sheaf fY2 = Q/i( V)Q’ 
of 2 is a coherent possibly unreduced sheaf of rings on Z. The main result of [4] is 
that if X is in addition compact Kaehler and Z finite but nontrivial, then H”(X, I!?~), 
the ring of functions on Z, has a decreasing filtration F having the property that 
fiFj C F;+j such that there is an isomorphism of graded rings 
@F-i/F-i+, = @ H”(X, C). (1) 
Furthermore, H21’+‘(X, C) = 0 so (1) can be viewed as a description of the classical 
cohomology ring of X. In practice the ring H’(X, 0=) is easy to identify while the 
filtration F is difficult to find. 
Our aim here is to analyze the ring H”(X, 0,) when X is a Grassmannian and 
specifically to understand its structure well enough to be able to deduce the classical 
results on Schubert theory by passing via (1) to the associated graded’ ring. The 
approach was mainly inspired by Horrock’s paper[6] and its relation to the hyper- 
Chern classes of the universal bundles on X computed in 94 of [4]. In keeping with 
the notation of [4] we view Grass (k, n), the manifold of all k-dimensional subspaces 
of C”, as the homogeneous space GL(n, C)/GL(k, n - k; C). Each n x n matrix A4 
defines a vector field on Grass (k, n) (by left translation). From now on, let A4 = 
diag [A,, . . . , A.] be an n x n diagonal matrix with distinct eigenvalues A,, . . . . , An. The 
zeros Z of M are all simple and occur at the k-planes spanned by eigenvectors 
ei,, . . . , ei, of M, where 15 i, <* - * < ik 5 n. Denote this k-plane by el where Z = 
(il.. . . , ik). Thus Z consists of the 0 
i reduced points el and Ho (Grass (k, n), Bz) is 
the ring of complex valued functions on Z. 
To any polynomial p(x,, . . . , xk) associate a function e on Z by p(er) = p(A,) = 
p(Ai,v Ah,. . * 9 Aik) thereby setting up a morphism C[x,, . . . , xk] 5 Ho (Grass (k, n), 
Oz). Given an arbitrary partition ~1 = (cc,, . . . , pe) of r (a_ positive integer), one can 
associate a certain remarkable symmetric function {p}(x,, . . . , q) of degree r called a 
Schur function (62). Their role in Schubert calculus is now explained. 
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THEoREM I. ($4) For euery p such that 05~ 5 k(n -k) = dim Grass (k, n), the 
Schur functions {fi} on Z corresponding to all partitions p = (p,, . . . , pk. of r, 
OIrsp, with n-krp,z~Zz...zptzzO are an additive basis of 
H’(Grass (k. n), 19~) fl F_, 
Consequently, the residue classes of the {$} in F_,/F_,+,, where g ranges over all 
allowable partitions of p. determine a basis of HP (Grass (k, n), C). It is shown in 04 
that under the identification (l), {@} is dual to the Schubert cycle defined (in the 
notation of [5]) by the symbol (a,, . . . , ak) where ai = n - k - pi. Thus Theorem 1 
implies the classical basis theorem[7]. Pieri’s formula and the determinantal formula 
are also derived in $4. The importance of the correspondence {CL,, . . . , &k}+ 
(al,..., at), ai = n - k - pi, was first pointed out by Lesieur[9] who noted that Pieri’s 
formula may be derived as a consequence of the muitiplication rule for Schur 
functions as long as meaningless Schubert symbols are ignored. 
in an attempt to make the paper as self contained as possible, we have included in 
02 a brief resume of symmetric functions. Complete details can be found in 
Littlewood[lO]. I call attention also to the readable surveys of Stanley[l2, 131. In 03 
the remarks on Chern classes in [4, 941 are enriched. For the most part, the tools used 
here are algebraic (and elementary), the notable exception being the isomorphism (1). 
The algebraic form of this relation has yet to be discovered. 
A large class of spaces (including Grassmannians and flag manifolds) that might be 
susceptible to a similar analysis is the algebraic homogeneous spaces G/P, where G is 
a complex semi-simple Lie group and P a parabolic subgroup. The problem of finding 
a symmetrical basis of H’(G/P, Z) dual to the homology basis of G/P given by 
generaiized Schubert cycles has been considered in [2]. 
92. RESUME OF SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
We consider three polynomial bases for the ring of symmetric functions 
cru,, . . . , akl c c[x,, . . . , xkl, the most well known of course being the elementary 
symmetric functions ul.. . . , uk. We are interested in some of the ways of eXpreSSing 
the various bases as polynomials in one of the others. Starting with the elementary 
symmetric functions, one can define the complete homogeneous symmetric poly- 
nomials h,(x,, . . . , Xk), I 5 m < 00, by the formal identity 
$ (- l)io$‘j($ h,t”) = 1. 
In other words, 
in t (where ao= 1) 
(-])“a;,+(-l)“-‘a._,h,+...+-a,h._,+h.=O (2) 
for 1 d n < 03 where in (2) we set ai = 0 if j > k. Thus 
h.(xl,...,xk)= 2 
Isjls...ajnak 
Xj, * . ’ Xjn* 
Wehaveho=landh,=Oifq<O. 
Let p = (F,, . . . , pk) be a partition of n with pI 2 p2 2 * . a? ,& 2 0 (abbr. &L I+ fI). 
The Young’s frame associated to p is the array consisting of n cases (or squares) 
arranged in k rows all lined up at the left such that in the i-th row there are /.Li cases. 
The conjugate partition CL’ is the partition of n obtained by reflecting the Young’s 
frame associated to g about its principal diagonal. With the preliminary remarks 
about partitions out of the way, we define the Schur function {t.~)(x,, . . . , xk) asso- 
ciated to p I+ n as the quotient of a generalized Vandermonde determinant and the 
usual Vandermonde determinant. 
&Hx,, * * . , Xk) = jXs’~+“-‘j/jXJ”-‘l, 1 5 S, t 5 k. (3) 
Definition (3) is due to Jacobi. The fundamental expression for the {CL} in terms of the 
hi is due to Jacobi and his student Trudi. 
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THEOREM. Let p = (p,, . . . , pk> be a partition. Then 
{p} = lh,,_s+,/ 1 5 s, t 5 k. (4) 
The second expression for {p} is a special case of a theorem due to Aitken. 
THEOREM. Suppose p has largest part pl = p. Then 
{CL) = loWb-e+tA 15 a, b sp. 
Remark. It is always the case that p; = k. If ~.LL:- a + b > k, then one interprets 
o,,;_.+b = 0 in (5). Thus fi is always a linear combination of products of oI,. . . , uk with 
at most p factors. For example 
(1, 1,. . . , l}=q and {k} = ht. 
Finally we state a theorem due to P. Hall. 
THEOREM. The {p} with p I+ n form an orthonomtal basis of the subspace of 
cro1, a.. , uk] consisting of polynomials of degree n. 
We do not need to allude to the classical inner product on C[a,, . . . , ok]. I do not 
know its significance with respect to Schubert calculus. 
03. REMARKS ON CHERN CLASSES 
Let 8 denote the universal subbundle of rank k on Grass (k, n) consisting of all 
pairs (x, u) where x E Grass (k, n) and u E x. 8 is a subbundle of the trivial bundle 
7 = Grass (k, n) X C”. Let Q denote the universal quotient bundle r/8. We have an 
exact sequence 0; 8 + 7 --, Q + 0. The next theorem is proved in [4]. 
THEOREM 2. The polynomial (- l)‘dj (1 5 j 5 k) on Z lies in Ho (Grass (k, n), 
4) fl F-j and gives rise via (1) to the universal Chem class cj(Es) E H*’ 
(Grass (k, n), C). 
COROLLARY. For 1 I m 5 n - k the polynomial h,,, on Z lies in F_, and determines 
c,(Q) via (1). For m > n - k, h,,, lies in F_,+,. 
Proof. Using the Wronski identities (2), define unique polynomials ij, 1 <j c 01, so 
that hj = fj(-of, ~2,. . . , (- I)kck). It certainly follows from (2) that hj E F-j for all 
j 10, where we set F-j = F_k(n_kI if jz k(n - k). Since S@Q = 7, the Whitney 
relations imply 
ct% 0 Q) = c(OdQ) 
= (1 + c,($) +. * * + ck(%))( 1 + cl(Q) + . . * + G-k(Q)) 
= 1. 
Hence in HZ’ (Grass (k, n), C) we have identities 
cj(S) + Cl-l(S)C,(Q) + * * * + cr(%)cj-r(Q) + cj(Q) = 0 (6) 
for all j 2 1 where cj(S) = 0 if j > k and cj(Q) = 0 if j > n - k. These identities imply 
that for any j > 0, cj(Q) = fj(Cl(S), . . . , ck(8)). The first assertion that for 1 5 j I n - k 
hi E F-j and gives rise to cj(Q) now follows from Theorem 2 and the isomorphism (1). 
Similarly, by (6), if j > n -k then ft(cl(S), . . . , ck(8)) = 0, ~6 6j & F-j vanishes in 
F-j/F-j+!, i.e. hj E F-j+!. 
Example. On P” = Grass (1, n + l), A4 has n + 1 zeros at the points e(i), i = 
1 n + 1. Thus H’(P”, 0=) has dimension n + 1. Now F_,/F_,+, has positive 
dimension for p = 0,. . . , n so dim F_,IF_,+, = 1 for such p. The Chern class of 
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$ = 6(-l) in H2(P”, C) arises from the symmetric function -6, on Z: -6,(e,i,) = -Ai. 
The functions 1, &,, c?,2,. . ,6,” are linearly dependent by Vandermonde’s deter- 
minant IAl”-’ = g (A, - A,) since the Ai are distinct. Therefore the filtration is SF_, = 
c@c&,@***@c6,p where the first factor stands for the constants on Z. 
54. SCHUBERT CALCULUS 
Schubert calculus involves properties of the cohomology classes defined by the 
Schubert conditions. Let L, C L2 C * * * C L,, = C” be a fixed flag in C” where Li has 
dimension i. For any k-tuple of integers 0 zz a, 5 * . . s at 5 n - k the Schuberr 
symbol [5] (a,, . . . , ak) is defined to be set of all k-planes x E Grass (k, n) such that the 
Schubert condition 
dim x ll Lo,+; 2 i 
is satisfied for each i, 1 S i I k. Each symbol (a,. . . . , an) defines a homology class 
called a Schubert cycle of H2, (Grass (k, n), C), where 4 = al +a - * + at, which 
depends only on a,, . . . , ak. The classes (j, n - k, . . . , n - k) for 0 zz j 5 n - k are called 
special Schubert cycles. 
If one grants momentarily that IC,,_i+j(Q)I E H2(k(n-k,-q, (Grass (k, n), C) is the 
PoincarC dual of (a,, . . . , ak) where ai = n - k -pi, then the Jacobi-Trudi identity 
suggests one should consider the properties of the functions {@} = {CL,. . . . , pk} on Z 
where pI 5 n - k. Let H C C[a,, . . . , Uk] denote the subspace whose basis consists of 
the m-fold products of ul, ~2,. . . , Uk and the constant 1. 1 I m I n - k. By standard 
combinatorial reasoning, dim H = dim Hb (Grass (k, n), 0;) = (i). We will presently 
show that the morphism b, of 81 is an isomorphism on H. Notice first though that by 
Aitken’s formula (5), the Schur functions 1~) with @I 5 n - k all lie in N. Therefore 
these {p} by P. Hall’s theorem and another counting argument give a second basis of 
H. 
LEMMA 1. t$IH is an isomorphism onto Ho (Grass (k, n), Oz). 
Proof. By the dimension check, it suffices to show that 4 is onto. To do so, fix 
I = (i,, . . . , ik), 1 5 i, < . ’ . <ik<n, and let a,,..., a, (t = n - k) denote the set of 
eigenvalues of M complementary to hi,, . . . , Ai,. Define f,, . . . , f, E C[X~, . . . , xk] by 
fi = ,Bk (Xj - ai) 
and note 
Define f, = f, . . . f,. Then f, E H by construction and 
where 8, is the characteristic function of e,. Since the 8, are a basis of 
(Grass (k, n), 0,) and the coefficient of 6, in (7) is nonzero, the lemma is proved. 
The proof of Theorem 1 can now be given in a few steps. As a consequence of 
lemma, the {fi} with CL, in -k are a basis of Ho (Grass (k, n), 0~). By Theorem 2 




functions {@} with PI+ p are linearly independent modulo F_,+, for 0 5 p I k(n - k). 
If one uses the expressions for the Betti numbers dim F_,/F_,+, of Grass (k, n) and the 
fact that the {p} with p, 5 n - k form a basis of H, then this fact is immediate. We 
will outline an alternative proof. 
(7) 
HO 
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Suppose we consider y = X a,{~} such that $ E Fep+r where all p I+ p and some 
uro # 0. We need the following lemma about Schur functions. For a proof see [lo, p. 
941 or [13], Theorem 3.4. 
LEMMA 2. Let p I+ k(n - k) be the partition associated to the (n - k) x k rectangle. 
Suppose p = (CL,, . . . , pk) I+ p and v = (Y,, . . . , IQ) I+ q where p + q = k(n - k). Then if 
Y = (n - k - ,.&, n - k - pk_1,. . , , n - k - p,), we hate 
{CLHVI = {PI + B + C 
where 
and 
B = x {a,. . . . , q} witha,>n-k 
C = c {&‘,, . . . , pk, . . . , pk+l} with &+, > 0. (9) 
(8) 
Otherwise, {p}(u) = B + C with B and C as above. 
Since H2k(“-k) (Grass (k, n), C) is one dimensional, F_k[._k,/F_t[,-k,+i has exactly 
one generator which is a Schur function on 2, and the only possibility for this 
generator is CS]. Returning to 7, let ,clO=bl,*--vpk) and vo= 
(n - k - ,& . . , , n - k - p,). By Lemma 2, {co}+ = ~,.,#}+ B + c where k? (resp. c) 
denotes a linear combination Of terms in F_k[&J corresponding to (8) (resp. (9)). If one 
Call show ti + c E F&-k,+,, then it Will fOhOW that {&}T# 0 in F_k(n_k)/F-k(n-k)+,, 
contradicting the assumption that + E FdP+,. 
Assertion 1. fi E F_kcn-,.,+r. For in the formula (5) expressing {al.. . . , ak} as Iha,-i+jlv 
whenevero!,>n-kthena,-l+j>n-kforj=l,...,k.Thismeans,bythecorollary 
to Theorem 2, that each La,_t+j lies in F_,+2+. Then expanding the determinant gives the 
result. 
Assertion 2. In fact, c = 0. For by Aitken’s Theorem, {p,, . . . , pk+t) is a deter- 
minant whose first row involves the symmetric functions ck+r_[+,(X[, . . . , xk) (t > 0) 
which are all 0 by definition provided 15 j I k. This completes the second proof of 
the basis theorem. 
We now turn our attention to Pieri’s Formula. Let us denote (d, n -k, . . . , n -k) = 
v(d) (not to be confused with Up). Pieri’s Formula, which we will discuss next, asserts 
that 
a(d)(a,, . . . , ak) = 2 (6,. . . . t h) (10) 
where the right hand side is summed over all b,, . . . , bk such that 
0(b,Ia,~b2=azI...:bkI:ak, x bi=C a;-(n-k-d). (11) 
For the corresponding statement about symmetric functions, we shall inspect the 
product 
hn-k-&,r . . . , pk) (12) 
in C[o,,..., ok]. By [IO, Theorem IV, p. 921, (12) is the sum of all {v} corresponding 
to Young’s Frames which can be obtained from the frame corresponding to the 
partition p by adding n - k - d cases in such a way that no two added cases lie in 
the same column. Consequently, 
hn-k-&r . . . , @k}=A+B+C (13) 
where 
A = 2 {a,,. . . . , Sk} 
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wherethesumisoverall6suchthatn-krS,rCl,~6,r...r6,rCLI,>O, 
B = I] {a,, . . . , at} with al > n - k 
and 
c = 2 {p,. . . . , pk, pk+s} with pk+I > 0. 
If p I+ p, then @ and c vanish in F_p+d+k_n/F_p+d+k_n+I by the argument given in the 
second proof of Theorem 1. We view (13) as a Pieri type formula for Ho 
(Grass (k, n), 0,). 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We conclude with a discussion of the dual bases and the definition of the (6) due 
to Horrocks[6]. By a result of Chern, c,(Q) is dual to the Schubert cycle a(n - k - 
r) = (n - k - r, n - k, , . . , n - k). Consequently, the classical determinantal formula of 
Schubert calculus 
(a,,... , at) = lU(Ui + i - j)l 
says (a,,..., at) is dual to ]c,_k-.,(Q)]. By the corollary following Theorem 2 and by 
(6), one concludes that the Schur function {@} on 2 gives rise in the associated graded 
ring to the class dual to (n - k - p,, . . . , n - k - pk), justifying Lesieur. Horrocks’ 
definition of the class associated to {fi} goes essentially as follows. Let c(8) E H’ 
(Grass (k, n), fI’@Hom (Es, $)) denote the Atiyah-Chern class of 8, and for each 
p I+ 4 let p,(A) denote the ad-invariant polynomial (homogeneous of degree q) 
defined on k x k matrices characterized by the identity pp(diag [A,. . . . , A& = 
{CLWIr * - . , hk). Alternatively, p,(A) = trace AKpl, where A[“] is the invariant matrix of 
A associated to p [lo, Chap Xl. By the theory of invariant polynomials[l], there 
exists a well defined class p,(c(8)) E Hq (Grass (k, n), Rq) = Hz4 (Grass (k, n), C) 
which is the class (-l)‘{S; p} of [6]. By [4], the hyper-Chern class E(8) of 8 is 
represented on Z by the Horn (Ck, CL)-valued function on Z defined by E($)e, = 
-diag [Ai,, . . . , hi,], and, by the usual reasoning, p(C(8)) E Ho (Grass (k, n), Bz) cor- 
responds to p,(c(8)) in ordinary cohomology. But since pr (diag [A,, . . . , A& = 
&](A,, . . . , A& it is immediate that p,(S(8)) = (- l)‘(G). 
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